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PURPOSE: This regulation states requirements for insurers filing and utilizing a nonstandard dwelling fire insurance rating plan. This regulation was adopted pursuant to the provisions of sections 374.045 and 397.351, RSMo (1986) and to implement sections 397.316-397.361, RSMo (1986).

(1) Exemption. This regulation does not apply to policies rated under an Insurance Services Office (ISO) or independently filed substandard condition charge schedule, however these policies must contain complete and substantive documentation to support these charges.

(2) Requirements Schedule.
   (A) Any insurance carrier having filed and utilizing a nonstandard dwelling fire insurance rating plan shall—
   1. Maintain separate statistical computation as to losses applicable, general expenses and commissions for any nonstandard dwelling fire program; and
   2. Provide for each insured's acknowledgment of excess rate and signature of acceptance on the following statement which must be completed and kept on file: "I declare that I have been unable to obtain this insurance from other companies and do consent to pay the higher rates which I am being charged for this insurance. I understand that any deductible amount stated in my policy will be deducted from each claim I may make under the policy issued me."

(3) Powers and Duties of Director of Insurance.
   (A) Any program so filed is subject to subsequent disapproval or modification.
   (B) Experience, documentation and records for this program will be reviewed annually by the director of insurance or his/her duly appointed agent and an evaluation will be made regarding rate excess, unfair discrimination and rate inadequacy.